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1. Introduction and Background

The following analysis is based on the study „Verstärkte Zusammenarbeit im Umweltbereich – Möglichkeiten der Anwendung der in Titel VII TEU festgelegten Bestimmungen für Flexibilität im
Umweltbereich” commissioned by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Environment, Youth and Family Affairs in September 1999.(1)

The Amsterdam Treaty has created a new instrument for European integration: Closer Co-operation. This allows a majority of Member States, i.e. currently eight countries, to take joint action and use the institutions and procedures of the European Union for this purpose, thereby further developing European integration in a flexible way. This right is tied to several conditions that largely ensure that Closer Co-operation will not significantly affect the homogeneity of the legal area and will not lead to a sustained split of the Union.

The amendments included in the Amsterdam Treaty with regard to Closer Co-operation are another step towards a more differentiated integration process, a development that started already in the 1970’s. More than any other field of European policy, the discussion of differentiation within the Community is characterised by a variety of concepts and terms related to different strategies and objectives.(2) A few examples may serve to illustrate the wide spectrum of the discussion: „variable-geometry Europe“ , „multi-speed Europe“ or the concept of „core Europe“. But also the French „Europe à la carte“ or the English „multi-tier Europe“(4) played a major role in the discussion.(5) There is no agreed understanding of these terms and the variety of interpretations contribute a lot to the lack of clarity of the thematic debate.

European environmental policy stands out for its flexibility which is due to the fact that it has always had to consider different requirements in terms of nature areas and substance. This necessity of flexible responses to different conditions is met by the establishment of permanent exemptions or temporary transition periods within the framework of the EC Treaty or in individual secondary legislation (directives or regulations). Under certain (strict) conditions, European law, for example, permits that environmentally advanced Member States adopt more stringent product(6) or process standards(7) than achieved at a Community level. Individual measures of the Community, such as the Large Combustion Plants Directive(8) or the Auto-Oil Programme(9), include transition periods for individual countries or other provisions that cater to different needs. Hence, the flexible regulation of environmental policy objectives is nothing new at the European level.

The following chapters analyse the legal prerequisites of Closer Co-operation and then identify fields where it can be applied in European environmental policy. This is followed by a brief assessment of the longer-term impact of the application of Closer Co-operation on the integration process of the Community.

2. Legal Prerequisites of Closer Co-operation

Numerous requirements that finally have been introduced into the Treaties reflect the concerns expressed by some Member States within the framework of the Intergovernmental Conference that resulted in the adoption of the Amsterdam Treaty.(10) The fears of a permanent split of the Community and a division of the Member States into two classes were in contrast to the demand for more integration. The functioning of the Union and the possibility to achieve progress was not to be impeded by temporary difficulties of a partner to keep pace with the other Member States.(11)

2.1 Structure of Closer Co-operation in the Treaties

The provisions on Closer Co-operation, which were introduced both into the EU Treaty and into the
EC Treaty by the Amsterdam Treaty, comprise so-called general clauses and special authorisation provisions. The general clauses are laid down in Title VII of the EU Treaty and are horizontal provisions for all the three pillars of the European Union. For the first (EC Treaty(12), Euratom, ECSC(13), EMU(14)) and third pillars (police and justice Co-operation in criminal matters), special authorisation clauses are defined. The conditions contained therein for the implementation of Closer Co-operation are to be observed as cumulative stipulations in addition to the general clauses. In the field of foreign and security policy, the second pillar, Closer Co-operation is not envisaged within the framework of the European Union. The concept of „constructive abstention“ mentioned in that field is not an applied case of Closer Co-operation under the terms of Title VII TEU.(15)

The following analysis of the legal prerequisites is limited to the EC Treaty that serves as a basis for the adoption of the European environmental policy.

The procedure for establishing Closer Co-operation can be divided into three phases. The procedure actually authorising the Member States to establish Closer Co-operation is always preceded by a „normal“ legislation procedure. Only if this procedure fails, the process laid down in Articles 43 and 44 TEU and Article 11 TEC may be initiated to establish Closer Co-operation. In this context, a basic differentiation has to be made between the authorisation procedure and the implementation decisions. Within the framework of the former, the majority of the Member States is granted the basic authorisation for engaging in Closer Co-operation. Following this authorisation, implementation decisions are taken in accordance with the procedure laid down in the EC Treaty, however, with the difference that only the Member States participating in Closer Co-operation (the „Ins“) vote on the implementation decision.

2.2 Failure of the Procedure

An initiative in the field of Closer Co-operation requires that a legislation procedure fails. Closer Co-operation can only be used „as a last resort, where the objectives of the said Treaties could not be attained by applying the relevant procedures laid down therein“(16). This provision reflects the intention of the Member States to clearly make Closer Co-operation an exception. This was to clarify that the new instrument only served as ultima ratio(17), as an „emergency concept“(18).

However, this does not yet clearly define a point in time when Closer Co-operation can be initiated. According to Janning, the threshold to ultima ratio is crossed when, for a prolonged period of time, the Council cannot reach agreement on matters contributing to the achievement of Treaty objectives.(19) Since the European Commission initiates Community measures, the discussions of the Council are, as a rule, based on a proposal submitted by the Commission. The crucial question is whether the withdrawal of a proposal by the Commission also constitutes a „failure“ or whether a formal decision of the Council is required to „evidence that a project failed“. Moreover, it is not clear how much time needs to have gone by in the course of a legislation process before the procedure can be assumed to have failed and who decides on the existence of a failure.

The need to clarify these issues, however, does not preclude the application of Closer Co-operation in European environmental policy per se. After all, Member States desiring Closer Co-operation can request the Council’s President to take a vote in the Council at any time.(20) By such a vote, a procedure can be declared to have failed.

In the field of European environmental policy, there are three procedural situations in which a „failure“ may occur.
a. Unanimity cannot be achieved in the Council. (21)
b. A qualified majority cannot be achieved in the Council. (22)
c. A legislative proposal fails due to rejection by the European Parliament.

With regard to the first case, it was relatively difficult in the past to achieve agreement in the fields that required unanimity in the Council for adopting environmental measures. The increasing number of Member States will make it even more difficult to reach unanimity at a European level in the future. (23) Thus, the instrument of Closer Co-operation is basically suitable in this case. But also failure to achieve a qualified majority is a case conceivable in European environmental policy that may call for Closer Co-operation. It is possible that countries are not ready to commit to a Community action, but do not have any objections to a Closer Co-operation by the other Member States. The case that Closer Co-operation is initiated following the rejection of a proposal by the European Parliament seems to be rather unlikely.

At a European level, around 100 legislation procedures are pending in the environmental field — most of them already for more than ten years without a directive or regulation having been adopted. This illustrates the potential field of practical application for Closer Co-operation.

2.3 Request of the Member States

The Member States wishing to establish Closer Co-operation can address a request to the Commission which may present a proposal to that effect to the Council. (24) This requires the majority of the Member States, i.e. eight Member States in the current situation of EU 15. (25) If the Commission decides against submitting a proposal, it has to inform the Member States concerned of this decision and state its reasons. On the one hand, the majority requirement is to ensure that „rivalling“ groups are not formed among the Member States in a field of regulation. (26) On the other hand, this precludes the formation of a small vanguard along the lines of the much discussed „core Europe“ or „Europe à la carte“.

An open issue concerns the criteria to be used for deciding which Member States are to participate in Closer Co-operation and who may take this decision. (27) This is problematic in a case when a Member State participated in submitting the request for Closer Co-operation, but is not considered capable of meeting the requirements within the framework of Closer Co-operation. If not resolved otherwise, such disputes will have to be submitted to the European Court of Justice.

In practice, the majority of Member States will vary from case to case, depending on the topic under discussion. A core group of environmental leaders who will co-operate closer in numerous cases for the entire environmental field can not be identified in the light of previous experience.

2.4 Proposal by the Commission and Observance of the Requirements

As mentioned above, Closer Co-operation is initiated by a proposal of the Commission. In its function as the „Guardian of the Treaties“, the Commission is obliged to examine whether the requirements of Closer Co-operation laid down in the Treaties are met.

Both the EU Treaty and the EC Treaty contain a list of conditions to be fulfilled if Closer Co-operation is to be applied in the field of European environmental policy. (28) This is to ensure that the effects on the institutional framework of the Community that may be caused by Closer
Co-operation do not exceed a certain level.\(^{(29)}\)

The conditions of the EU and EC Treaty can be grouped into two categories. They are to protect, on the one hand, the European Union as a whole and, on the other hand, the minority of the Member States, the „outs“. In the following, we concentrate on the former conditions.

### 2.4.1 Conditions to protect the European Union

Closer Co-operation is permitted if it „is aimed at furthering the objectives of the Union and at protecting and serving its interests“\(^{(30)}\). The reference to the objectives of the Union clarifies that Closer Co-operation can only be used as a means to achieve faster progress by some Member States. This is to explicitly preclude a step back, for example, towards lower standards.\(^{(31)}\) Moreover, this provision highlights that the aim is not to split the Union by a series of individual decisions, but rather to strengthen it by the exemplary progress by some countries with regard to the objectives and interests of the Union.\(^{(32)}\)

Another requirement is the provision that Closer Co-operation „respects the principles of the said Treaties and the single institutional framework of the Union“\(^{(33)}\). The renewed emphasis\(^{(34)}\) on the observance of the principles and the institutional framework of the Union makes clear that Closer Co-operation must not create new institutional structures nor result in amendments to the Treaties. This is further underlined by the provisions of Article 11 (1) (d) TEC which states that Closer Co-operation „remains within the limits of the powers conferred upon the Community by this Treaty“. Moreover, Closer Co-operation „does not concern areas which fall within the exclusive competence of the Community“\(^{(35)}\).

The provisions adopted within the framework of Closer Co-operation must „not affect the ‘acquis communautaire’ and the measures adopted under the other provisions of the said Treaties“\(^{(36)}\). In addition to primary law, the „acquis communautaire“ also includes the entire secondary law adopted by the institutions of the Union.\(^{(37)}\) The obligation of not affecting the „acquis communautaire“ is to ensure that it is maintained as a homogenous unit.\(^{(38)}\)

For the adoption of environmental measures within the framework of Closer Co-operation in the non-harmonised field, i.e. where no Community legislation exists as yet, this means that primary law must not be violated.\(^{(39)}\) In the environmental field, Articles 28 ff. TEC are of special importance, because they prohibit import restrictions and measures having the same effect. Therefore, the prerequisites applying to Closer Co-operation in the non-harmonised field are not stricter than those applicable to national measures. Thus, the Member States may form a group for Closer Co-operation under the same conditions applicable to national measures. Provided that the other conditions are met, the actions conceivable particularly include:

- the adoption of directives or regulations;
- the regulation of an entire area not yet harmonised at the European level.

---

In the fields in which the Community already adopted environmental regulations, it is to be borne in mind that the above provision prevents that some Member States form a group to lower the standards defined by the „acquis communautaire“. However, the „collective raising“ of the Community’s protective level is permitted. Here, parallels to the „national solo“ under Article 95 (4) and (5) and Article 176 TEC become obvious. In contrast to the „national solo“, which presupposes the successful adoption of Community provisions, the „collective solo“ requires that precisely such a
measure „failed“.(40) Subject to compliance with the other provisions, it is basically admissible to:

- render an existing directive more stringent;
- use a new instrument to achieve an objective defined in a harmonisation measure.

As a result, we can state that the requirement of not affecting the „acquis communautaire“ basically allows for Closer Co-operation in cases in which national action is permitted as well. Probably, the result of this condition will be that Closer Co-operation will mainly, but not exclusively, take place in areas in which few or no Community regulations have been adopted so far.(41)

In the EC Treaty, the requirement of a homogenous legal area is further specified by stating that Closer Co-operation is only possible if it „does not affect Community policies, actions or programmes“.(42) Hence, Closer Co-operation must not impede the achievement of Community objectives that have not (yet) been dealt with within the framework of legislation, but in programmes, action plans or other measures.(43) This means that Closer Co-operation must not act contrary to the measures envisaged, for example, in the current Environmental Action Programme. At any rate, these measures cannot be anticipated, because Closer Co-operation is conditional on the previous failure of a general procedure. According to Epiney, the prerequisites of this provision could already be met if the measure to be taken within the framework of Closer Co-operation pursues a concept different from the one defined in a Community programme.(44) This would, however, require that the concept of the environmental action programmes was defined in greater detail than usually is the case today.

The concern for the maintenance of a homogenous legal area was taken into consideration by the said provision to very large extent. Divergence can develop if Closer Co-operation is established in a field already harmonised, whereby safeguards higher than the existing protective level are defined. This, however, does not apply in non-harmonised areas. Here, there usually are already many different national regulations whose number can be reduced by joint efforts in Closer Co-operation. It can contribute to replacing many different national acts on the same subject by uniform regulations, at least for the participating countries. Thus, the principle of legislative homogeneity is even favoured, at least in these cases.

2.4.2 Regulations on the Protection of Minorities

The provisions for protecting the „outs“ include the examination of compliance with the prerequisites by the Commission since Closer Co-operation must not „affect the competences, rights, obligations and interests of those Member States which do not participate therein“.(45) and is „open to all Member States and allows them to become parties to the Co-operation at any time, provided that they comply with the basic decision and with the decisions taken within that framework“.(46) This condition, also known as the „principle of openness“(47), reflects the intention of the signatories not to create a permanent core Europe or „Europe à la carte“, but to allow only a temporary lead by providing the opportunity to catch up with the „leaders“ at a later date.

Similar to the conditions for accession to the European Union, later participation in a sub-field of Closer Co-operation requires that a Member State wishing to participate accepts the basic decision resulting from the relevant authorisation as well as the decisions taken by the „ins“ in the course of their Co-operation. These decisions, so to speak, form the „acquis“ of the Closer Co-operation in question. The new participating Member State is not able to influence the agreements already achieved and can only participate in forthcoming decisions. The principle of openness of Closer Co-operation, however, means that the participating Member States have to shape Closer
Co-operation in such a way that the participation of further Member States is not made permanently impossible in practice.(48)

2.4.3 Prohibition of Discrimination and Distortion of Competition

A high barrier to the practical application of Closer Co-operation could, however, be the prohibition of discrimination.(49) This means that Closer Co-operation must not „constitute a discrimination or a restriction of trade between Member States and does not distort the conditions of competition between the latter“.(50)

The discrimination ban, which also forms the basis of other norms of the Treaty (Articles 28, 95 and 176 TEC), is to meet the concerns of Member States fearing that Closer Co-operation could be abused as an instrument of covert protectionism due to economic interests.

Court rulings indicate that the prohibition of discrimination among the Member States is a more specific rendering of the principle of proportionality.(51) Inadmissible discrimination exists if a sovereign entity, in its jurisdiction, treats equivalent situations in a dissimilar way or dissimilar situations in an equivalent way.(52) Applied to the movement of goods, this means, for example, that domestic manufacturers of goods and products must not be given preferential treatment over their foreign competitors without technical reasons by diverging national special regulations.(53) Within the framework of Closer Co-operation, such a discrimination may occur if stricter product standards are introduced in the territory of the „ins“ and products manufactured in the „outs“ that do not comply with these standards must not be sold in the „ins“. But unequal treatment per se is not prohibited. Using the justifications for discrimination within the framework of Article 28 or Article 95 TEC, we can assume that unequal treatment is permitted for reasons of environmental protection provided that it is proportionate to the restriction of trade.(54) According to the generally accepted definition of proportionality in terms of administrative and constitutional law, an action is proportionate if it is suitable for pursuing the objective envisaged, necessary and reasonable.(55)

With regard to the prohibition of discrimination and the restriction of trade caused by measures of Closer Co-operation, we can, thus, state the following: It mainly concerns regulations on products, but unequal treatment of products manufactured by the „ins“ and „outs“ may be justified for environmental reasons. The admissibility of a measure to be taken within the framework of Closer Co-operation, however, has to be examined on a case-by-case basis.

Furthermore, it is also of importance for the application of Closer Co-operation in the field of environmental policy that the measures must not distort the conditions of competition between the Member States.(56)

The ban on distortions of competition is another qualification of Article 81 TEC that states that any „prevention, restriction or distortion of competition“ is prohibited. Accordingly, competition is impeded if there is an objectively intensive and sustained negative effect on competition within the common market.(57) Therefore, it cannot be true that competition is already distorted if environmental measures raise the production costs for an industry. Such an interpretation of the ban on distortions of competition would preclude any measures that affect the economic activities of several Member States in any way and thereby impact the competition conditions. As a result, the application of the instrument of Closer Co-operation would be utterly impossible. But such consequences can by no means be intended given the system and orientation of Article 11 (1) TEC. This is also evidenced by the fact that such an interpretation would make Article 43 TEU, newly
introduced for the field of the first pillar, obsolete. With a view to the comparable provisions of Articles 28 ff. and 35 TEC, it is to be assumed that the principle of proportionality also applies to Article 11 (1) (e) TEC. Hence, the distortion of competition has to be weighed against the provisions required for environmental protection. An interpretation along these lines would mean that only national regulations resulting in an *inproportionate* distortion of competition were not permitted.

As an intermediate result, we can state that the legal requirements of Closer Co-operation according to Article 43 TEU and Article 11 TEC do not preclude its applicability in the environmental field. In individual cases, the admissibility of measures will mainly depend on the assessment of their proportionality by the European Commission.

### 2.5 Consultation of the European Parliament

After the European Commission has examined whether the requirements are met, European Parliament is consulted on the proposed Closer Co-operation. However, there is no obligation to take into consideration the results of the consultation. Thus, the process establishing Closer Co-operation is not subject to the democratic supervision of the Parliament, which it also criticises. The weak position of the Parliament in the authorisation procedure is in stark contrast to its power within the framework of the implementation decisions, which have to be adopted in line with the usual legislation procedures, i.e. the co-decision procedure in most cases in the environmental field. With a view to the fact that the Council has to rely on the Co-operation and agreement of the Parliament within the framework of the implementation decisions, the Parliament should be involved in the negotiations at an early stage in order to ensure the successful implementation of Closer Co-operation. This could be done, for example, in consultation procedures, which are also common in other Community procedures. They ensure that the required majority will subsequently be found for the implementation of the Co-operation planned. Its position in the implementation procedure allows the Parliament to exert a certain influence also in the authorisation procedure.

### 2.6 Decisions in the Council

The decision to establish Closer Co-operation has to be taken by qualified majority in the Council. In the current situation of „EU 15“, this requires at least 62 votes. Closer Co-operation, however, cannot take place against the express will of a Member State. If a member of the Council states that it opposes the granting of an authorisation for „*important and stated reasons of national policy*“, a vote will not be taken. In such a case, the Council may, however, request that the issue is referred to the Council meeting in the composition of the heads of state or government for decision by unanimity. The referral to the higher level essentially raises the odds of achieving a compromise within the framework of „package solutions“.

An open question is who will decide whether there actually is an „*important reason of national policy*“. Current opinion holds that the reasons stated are only subject to examination by the Court to a limited extent. According to Hall, the statement of the important national reasons in the Council does not constitute an „act of the Council“ under the terms of Article 230 TEC that could be examined for legitimacy by the European Court of Justice. The Court can only check in terms of procedural law whether the Member State in question fulfilled its duty to state the important reasons of national policy. In political practice, however, it is to be borne in mind that the „veto“ might be „bought“ from the blocking Member State, in particular if it does not participate in Closer Co-operation due to a lack of interest or will, but cannot do so for financial or other reasons.
The practical use of the veto by the Member States will, however, decisively shape the importance of the instrument of Closer Co-operation in the future of the European Union. (67)

2.7 Later Participation of Member States

On principle, the states initially not involved are entitled to join the „leaders“ at any time. Article 11 (3) TEC provides a specific procedure to this effect. If a Member State wishes to become a party to an existing Closer Co-operation, it informs the Council and the Commission. Within three months, the Commission submits its opinion to the Council. Within four months, the Commission decides on the request and on any additional arrangements required. This provision is complemented by Article 43 (1) (g) TEU which states that the new participating countries have to comply with the basic decision and the implementation decisions already taken. Consequently, when deciding on the request, the Commission only has to (or may) examine whether the Member State requesting to become a party to the Co-operation meets these requirements and whether any specific transition arrangements are required. Since the Commission is interested in the re-establishment of the homogeneity of the legal area, which can be guaranteed by the involvement of as many additional countries as possible, we can assume that the Commission will basically support participation.

2.8 Intermediate Result

The application of Closer Co-operation is possible in the practice of European environmental policy. Even today, the new instrument is more than a „structural principle of the future“(68). However, it still needs to be complemented with regard to objectives and mechanisms. The utilisation of the provision by the actors involved will decisively shape the extent of the room for manoeuvre for the individual Member States and will show whether the new instrument develops into a central instrument of integration. National governments, individual politicians and urgent items on the European agenda will determine whether groups of Member States can be formed that meet the formal requirements of Closer Co-operation and, at the same time, are able to resolve the conflicting interests of potentially not participating Member States in such a way that blocking attitudes do not result thereof. As in other legislation procedures, the European Commission will play a major role in decisions on the actual application of Closer Co-operation in the first pillar. Above all, its position allows the Commission to interpret the provisions, which are not defined unambiguously, in a more restrictive or wider way and, thus, to set the standards for the utilisation of the new instrument. The final interpretation of cases of doubt by the ECJ is to be expected only in several years. Up to that time, points needing clarification (e.g. the questions of who decides according to which criteria whether a „standard“ procedure to adopt a Community measure failed and who has the capabilities required for participating in Closer Co-operation) can already be dealt with within the framework of the next intergovernmental conference.

The application of Closer Co-operation to Council resolutions and conclusions is impossible according to the current state of the discussion. These types of informal and non-binding action of the Council are not explicitly mentioned neither in the EC Treaty nor in the Council’s Rules of Procedure, but are part of the standing practice of the Council. Article 43 (2) TEU and Article 44 (1) TEU, however, expressly speak of „acts and decisions“. Another argument against the application of Closer Co-operation to Council conclusions is the fact that Article 43 (1) TEU stresses that the Member States wishing to establish Closer Co-operation can make use of the institutions, procedures and mechanisms laid down by the EU Treaty and the EC Treaty. Consequently, Closer Co-operation constitutes a special solution for the legal basis, legislation procedures, etc., defined in the Treaties.
Hence, Closer Co-operation must be based on the foundations provided by the Treaty. But, as already mentioned above, these are precisely not identified in the Treaties.

Though the new instrument was primarily developed with a view to entire policies (e.g. Schengen, social policy, Economic and Monetary Union), its application to individual acts of secondary law is not precluded. In fact, it will be above all secondary law where potential cases of application will arise, thus resulting in a wide application field in practice.

3. Application Potential in European Environmental Policy

As outlined above, the establishment and implementation of Closer Co-operation in environmental policy practice is tied to a series of requirements. Therefore, the potential application, which is to be discussed below, always has to meet these conditions. The most important ones can be summarised as follows:

- Presence of an authorisation basis in the EC Treaty;
- Failure of a procedure laid down in the EC Treaty;
- Request by the majority of Member States;
- Qualified majority in the Council in favour of the authorisation decision;
- No adverse effects on primary and secondary law;
- No discrimination or restrictions of trade or distortion of the conditions for competition.

3.1 Closer Co-operation and Unanimity

Under certain conditions, the new instrument of Closer Co-operation may lead to an easing of the unanimity requirement for certain environmental measures. In particular, in the environmental field, central legal bases are still subject to unanimity. This mainly includes Article 175 (2) TEC which stipulates that unanimity is required in the Council for the following fields:

- provisions primarily of a fiscal nature;
- town and country planning, land use, (quantitative) management of water resources;
- Choice between different energy sources and the general structure of energy supply.

The increasing number of Member States will make the achievement of unanimity even more difficult at a European level in the future. Based on the awareness of this problem, the agenda of the Intergovernmental Conference of 1996 already included the extension of the co-decision procedure with qualified majority voting in the Council. The Amsterdam amendments to the Treaty were, however, only partly successful in this respect. In particular, measures falling under Article 175 (2) TEC still have to be adopted by unanimity. Interestingly enough, the introduction of the instrument of Closer Co-operation into the Treaties of the Community was seriously considered in the discussions of the Intergovernmental Conference only when it became obvious that the far-reaching elimination of the unanimity principle would not be achieved.

The establishment of Closer Co-operation only requires a qualified majority in the Council. If unanimity cannot be achieved to adopt a measure at the Community level, but if a qualified majority is possible, at least eight Member States can join forces to initiate Closer Co-operation. After the adoption of the authorisation decision, however, the countries participating in Closer Co-operation have to unanimously agree on the implementation decisions. The requirement of unanimity is thus
transferred to a smaller circle of Member States.

Using the instrument of Closer Co-operation, deadlocks in legislation procedures can be better circumvented in the future. However, the „quasi-veto“ of the Member States mentioned above continues to exist. Depending on the interpretation, the procedure may require „quasi-unanimity“ or a qualified majority restricted by the veto in practice.

But the basic suitability of Closer Co-operation for resolving deadlocks within the framework of procedures requiring unanimity should not divert our attention from the fact that it is also permitted in cases requiring „only“ a qualified majority. There may be situations in which some Member States do not participate themselves in Closer Co-operation, but are ready to agree to it.

3.2 Product-related Regulations

At a national and European level, environmental regulations frequently address the product properties of goods. Basically, we have to differentiate product regulations in the harmonised area, where secondary law has already been adopted, from those in the non-harmonised area.

The legal requirement established by the Treaty of not affecting the „acquis communautaire“ is relatively unproblematic in the establishment of product standards in the non-harmonised area because secondary Community law does not exist as yet. As mentioned above, Closer Co-operation in the non-harmonised area has to be orientated to the principles of the Treaty, just like national measures. In the field of product regulations, the prohibition of quantitative restrictions or other measures to the same effect is of particular relevance. Like national regulations, measures violating this prohibition may be justified for environmental reasons.

As mentioned above, the biggest legal obstacle to the practical application of the new instrument is the prohibition of discrimination or restriction of trade and of distortions of competition laid down in Article 11 (1) (e) TEC. Discrimination or a restriction of trade could already exist if the „ins“ introduce stricter product standards and the products manufactured by the „outs“ that do not comply with these standards must not be sold in the „ins“. Therefore, a strict interpretation of this clause would preclude the applicability of Closer Co-operation especially in the field of products.

But the new instrument of Closer Co-operation opens up a new opportunity for action to the Member States interested: Among themselves, they may define a common standard that forms the basis for market access to products from the countries participating in Closer Co-operation. Thus, if a product standard cannot be adopted at the Community level, the leaders may form a group to establish Closer Co-operation and define a high environmental protection level for their territories. Non-discrimination can be achieved by limiting the application of the high environmental standards only to products from the Member States participating in Closer Co-operation. The products manufactured in the „outs“ may continue to comply with the relevant national regulations. Within the framework of Closer Co-operation, the extent of the economic disadvantage of domestic manufacturers is clearly lower than in case of a national regulation.

The application of Closer Co-operation to product regulations in a field where Community regulations already exist is even more difficult from a legal perspective than in the non-harmonised field. A group of Member States interested in achieving a protection standard higher than the one existing at the Community level has to make the measures compatible not only with higher-ranking primary law (like in the non-harmonised field), but also to existing secondary law. Closer
Co-operation in this field may only establish stricter provisions. Additionally, the prohibition of discrimination and distortions of competition is to be observed as well. Here, the statements made for the non-harmonised field also apply. A strict interpretation of Article 11 (1) (e) TEC would preclude the application of Closer Co-operation in practice. But also with regard to product standards already harmonised at the Community level, the new opportunity for action outlined above exists. If product standards cannot be raised at the Community level, the „pioneering countries“ may join to establish Closer Co-operation and define a higher protection standard for their jurisdictions based, however, on the Community regulations. Discrimination is prevented by applying the lower, Community-wide standards to products made in the „outs“.

In practice, the pioneering states will be interested in Closer Co-operation under these circumstances only if the crucial production countries are interested in it and if continuing preferred access for products from non-participants is not expected to lead to a significant growth of their market share. However, some Member States may also be motivated to accept economic disadvantages resulting from higher product standards for a limited period of time and to a certain extent if they expect to achieve, for example, a competitive edge by playing the role of technological „pace-setters“. (76)

On the whole, we can state that the prohibition of discrimination and distortion of competition considerably restricts the application of Closer Co-operation in the field of product standards. But the adoption of higher product standards seems to be possible, also taking into account economic aspects, if they only apply to the „ins“ (and, thus, do not result in discrimination). When the majority of Member States joins forces, the economic disadvantages usually related to actions by a single country are reduced.

3.3 Process Regulations

In addition to product regulations, process standards also play an important role in the environmental field. The legal requirements of Closer Co-operation defined in the Treaty have a less restricting effect on the regulation of process-related measures than in the field of product regulation since process-related measures affect the internal market only indirectly.

The strictest criterion that basically could prevent the applicability of Closer Co-operation in this field is the requirement that the measures must not distort the conditions of competition between the Member States. (78) As outlined above, this requires that objectively intensive and sustained adverse effects act on the common market. Thus, distortion of competition does not exist if environmental measures raise the production costs in an industry. Therefore, the legal requirements do not basically restrict the practical applicability of Closer Co-operation in the field of process regulations.

The application, however, significantly depends also on the economic interests of the actors involved. Tensions exist in the field of process regulations and internal market. National process regulations impose additional duties on domestic manufacturers that may raise production costs and, hence, result in a disadvantage for the manufacturers at the European and international market. The more intensive competition is in a sector and the higher the cost pressure is, the more difficult it will be for a „pioneering country“ to adopt environmental process regulations at a national level. In contrast, environmental laggards tend to be interested in offsetting other, potentially unfavourable production factors, such as market distance or relatively low productivity, by lower process standards in order to raise their competitiveness. They are not interested in the harmonisation of process standards. These conflicting interests usually mean that European minimum standards for production
processes cannot be achieved or are defined at a low level in many cases.

Against this backdrop, Closer Co-operation offers environmental leaders the opportunity to set a high standard in the territory of the Member States involved. Thereby, they can offset part of the negative economic impact that national measures would have. As a result, two different minimum standards would exist that applied to different groups of countries. Since countries not involved in such a Closer Co-operation would not suffer a disadvantage (maybe they would even have an advantage due to raised production costs in the high-standard countries), they would probably not oppose Closer Co-operation within the framework of the authorisation procedure initiated by the other Member States. A majority of pioneering states, however, is only likely to be achieved for the definition of higher process standards if the expected economic impact of the two standards do not exceed an economically supportable level. To this effect, all the manufacturing countries crucial for the field to be regulated whose other production factors are comparable would have to commit to the higher standard.

It is to be stated that there is a great potential for increased flexibility in the field of production-related regulations in environmental policy. For example, it is conceivable that the standards for large combustion plants can be raised „unilaterally“ or the scope of the existing directive can be extended within the framework of Closer Co-operation if the related proposal should fail at the European level.

A possible test case of Closer Co-operation in the environmental field could be the taxation of energy products that is heavily contested at the European level today. Though the tax is to be applied to energy products, this type of taxation is in line with the logic of process regulations since the costs will be incurred in the production process in the countries collecting the tax. The discussion on the Commission’s proposal on the harmonisation of certain energy products, such as diesel, gas oil, kerosene or electricity, has lost momentum at the European level, in particular due to the objections of Spain. When this proposed directive is put to a vote in the Council, it is to be feared that unanimity, as required by the Treaty, will not be achieved. The Dutch Finance Minister Gerrit Zalm already proposed that this field be regulated only by like-minded Member States, however without reference to the instrument of Closer Co-operation. If the Member States do not change their opinion, the necessary qualified majority could be achieved for submitting the request to the Commission. Whether the qualified majority in the Council can be reached and, in particular, whether a potentially not participating Member State will put a „quasi-veto” on the proposal will depend on the concrete wording.

In this context, environmental liability could also be discussed. The category to which environmental liability belongs depends on the fact whether it applies to production facilities or product properties. Thus, environmental liability follows a mixed logic. But in the field of environmental liability, Closer Co-operation is likely to come about only if a procedure has failed at the European level. The white paper on environmental liability that has been discussed for a longer period of time (also due to delays caused by the change in the European Commission) only exists in the form of a draft. However, the discussion process might be speeded up by the awareness of the new instrument of Closer Co-operation.

### 3.4 Other Regulations

A considerable potential for Closer Co-operation seems to exist in the fields in which major effects on the internal market are not to be feared. This relates, on the one hand, to environmental
regulations concerning administrative procedures or court proceedings and, on the other hand, to measures in the field of nature conservation and the protection of biodiversity. In particular, the proposal for a directive on the strategic environmental impact assessment, on whose possible legal basis a heavy dispute is going on, could meet the criteria for Closer Co-operation and achieve the required majority in the Council. (88)

In the field of nature conservation and the protection of biodiversity, Closer Co-operation could possibly serve as a model and contribute to the dissemination of successful regulation concepts to the entire Community territory. Member States that still hesitate would always face the example of the countries participating in Closer Co-operation, which would constitute an orientation for the gradual development of their own environmental policy.

3.5 Implementation of International Agreements

An analysis is to be performed in order to examine whether Closer Co-operation can be used in the implementation of international agreements by Member States of the European Union.

The protection of Community assets is regulated in many cases outside the Community framework by the form of international agreements. This is essentially due to the fact that the group of the countries concerned is not identical to the group of the Member States of the European Union. Here, two cases can be distinguished: (1) geographical incongruity and (2) incongruity in terms of substance. The former includes, for example, the protection of regional and sub-regional areas such as the North Sea, Baltic Sea, the Rhine or the Alps. The latter refers to issues where not all the Member States are affected by the contents of the international agreement and, hence, do not have the motivation to accede to it. (89) The forthcoming eastern enlargement will further increase incongruities in terms of geography and substance.

There are, however, also cases in which the signatories of international environmental protection agreements commit to the implementation of a protection level that is higher than the one achievable with all Member States at the European level. These include the Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals,(90) the Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North East Atlantic(91) and the Convention on Civil Liability for Damage Resulting from Activities Dangerous to the Environment. (92)

The legal requirements laid down in the EC and EU Treaties have to be observed by the Member States concerned when implementing international agreements. In cases where only part of the Member States are affected for geographical reasons, it seems to be problematic that the majority of the Member States has to join forces. In some cases (e.g. the protection of the Mediterranean Sea, Baltic Sea or the Alps), this criterion will be difficult to meet, also and precisely because of the forthcoming eastern enlargement. The implementation of measures within the framework of the Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North East Atlantic (OSPAR), however, is relevant because the Convention has been signed not only by adjoining states, but also by Member States located at rivers flowing into the North Eastern Atlantic. In all these fields, we have to bear in mind that a procedure at the Community level based on the EC Treaty needs to have failed before Closer Co-operation can be initiated.

But if these conditions are fulfilled, the instrument of Closer Co-operation offers the possibility to shift trans-boundary environmental protection further into the institutional framework of the Community. The main advantage for the Member States involved would be that they will be able to
use the highly advanced and comparably successful institutional decision-making mechanisms (e.g. involvement of the Commission, monitoring by the Court of Justice, Council votes by qualified majority, etc.) for promoting collective decision-making in this way. Then, environmental policy would no longer be orientated merely to achieving standards that are as uniform as possible and apply all over the Union. Additionally, it would be geared to finding „tailored“ solutions to specific environmental problems that previously had to be tackled outside the Community framework.

The mechanism of Closer Co-operation could also be helpful (93) if the Community intends to participate in international agreements in addition to a part of the Member States, while some Member States declare in advance that they do not wish to comply with the related obligations within the framework of the Community. Provided that the provisions laid down in the EC and EU Treaties are observed, the Community could accede to the international agreement and implement it only within the framework of Closer Co-operation with a majority of Member States.

In the context of the ratification and implementation of the Kyoto Protocol by the Member States of the Union, a detailed examination of the applicability of Closer Co-operation should be considered. Against the background of the accession of at least five Central and Eastern European Countries (CEECs) to the European Union, the differences in the reduction commitments of the individual Member States will become even more marked. The efforts and the capabilities of the candidate countries to achieve the reduction duties applicable to them can probably not be compared with those of the majority of the current Member States. Closer Co-operation could perhaps contribute to ensuring a flexible solution for the implementation of the different obligations. But even before the enlargement, it is conceivable within the framework of EC burden sharing that some Member States join to create a legal framework for emissions trading, while others implement their reduction obligations by national measures. In particular in the context of the implementation of the Kyoto Protocol, Closer Co-operation by the majority of Member States seems to be topical for the creation of a uniform framework for the further harmonisation and increase of taxes on energy products, which is currently under heavy debate at the Community level.

On the whole, international agreements on environmental protection can give rise to considerations on the application of Closer Co-operation. It will be possible to clarify only in each individual case whether an international agreement can best be implemented by non-harmonised national measures, Community legislation or rather by Closer Co-operation within the institutional framework of the Community.

3.6 Closer Co-operation and Eastern Enlargement

In the course of the forthcoming enlargement of the European Union (94), a number of countries will accede to the EU that, in all likelihood, rather belong to the environmental „laggards“ (95). The following considerations focus on the question of in how far Closer Co-operation can contribute to a new dynamism in European environmental policy in the face of enlargement or at least to the maintenance of the environmental status quo.

At first, basic aspects of the problems involved in enlargement with regard to European environmental policy will be briefly presented. The potential environmental impact of Closer Co-operation is examined against this backdrop using two crucial factors: the planned reform of the decision-making rules of the Community and differences between groups of candidate countries. Finally, we analyse the questions whether new Member States have to join a Closer Co-operation already existing at the time of their accession and which effects enlargement could have on existing
cases of Closer Co-operation.

3.6.1 Problems of Enlargement

Eastern enlargement constitutes a challenge for environmental progress in the Community. On the one hand, the existing deficit in the practical application and enforcement of European environmental law may be exacerbated. As the European Commission stated in its annual reports on the progress of the candidate countries towards accession, major deficits still exist in the candidate countries both with regard to the formal transposition of Community legislation and to its implementation and enforcement, in particular in the environmental field. Therefore, a limited number of transition periods will probably be necessary for completely taking over European environmental law. On the other hand, there is the risk of an obstruction of further environmental progress after the accession since the number of environmental „laggards“ will grow among the Member States in the course of enlargement.

We can assume that the exacerbation of the implementation deficit is related to the protection level provided by the environmental standards of the Community. If the protection level is raised at the European level, an increase in the implementation deficit is to be expected at a national level and vice versa. Since the candidate countries lack both financial and administrative capacities and the original political will for putting high standards of environmental protection into practice, the relation between regulation level and implementation deficit is probably very close in these countries, which could become an obstacle to further progress in the Community’s environmental policy. In the course of enlargement, the Community might face the dilemma of either having to lower its environmental regulation level or having to accept further implementation deficits. Either option would not only adversely affect environmental protection in Europe, but also reduce the credibility and empirical legitimacy of European environmental policy in the long term. A tendency towards the „re-nationalisation“ of European environmental policy could be one of the possible consequences.

Against this backdrop, Closer Co-operation could create opportunities for partly de-coupling the connection between implementation deficits and regulation levels and, at the same time reduce the growing risk of an obstruction of a high protection level by the increasing number of „laggards“.

3.6.2 The Influence of Institutional Reforms

The discussion of the impact that Closer Co-operation will have on environmental policy in the context of enlargement still involves uncertainties at present. Last not least, this is due to the fact that the effects will strongly depend on the future arrangements for decision-making processes in the European Union. The Amsterdam Treaty stipulates that, at the latest one year before the EU will have more than twenty Member States, an intergovernmental conference has to be convened to initiate necessary institutional reforms. For the environmental policy of the Community, the following two options will probably be of great importance: the extension of qualified majority voting to additional provisions of the Treaty, which is under discussion, and the modification of the weighting of votes and/or blocking minorities for decisions of the Council that are taken by qualified majority. If the current rules were maintained, the present candidate countries would have a blocking minority in the Council after their accession. If the environmental laggards among today’s Member States are taken into account as well, it is obvious that the chances of an obstruction of advanced environmental regulations would significantly rise.
Thus, taking resort to Closer Co-operation could be helpful in several ways. If the intergovernmental conference should not adopt reforms that can maintain decision-making efficiency roughly at the same level as today, Closer Co-operation could allow the majority of states to circumvent obstructionism. They could take measures corresponding to a protection level that would have been blocked by the laggards in the conventional legislation procedure.

But even if institutional reforms are adopted that more or less permit the maintenance of the present decision-making efficiency there could be fields for the application of Closer Co-operation. Given the increase of environmental laggards among the Member States upon enlargement, it is to be assumed that the overall protection level will decline even if the current decision-making efficiency is maintained. The reason for such a development is the fact that constant decision-making efficiency paralleled by a deterioration in the quantitative relation between leaders and laggards has not only positive effects: The number of cases in which environmental laggards will be able to benefit from higher decision-making efficiency would increase as compared with today. Therefore, it would again be conceivable that Closer Co-operation could permit the majority of Member States to adopt a higher protection level.

However, if the present decision-making efficiency is maintained, also the pioneering states could continue to expect — in spite of the overall improvement of the laggards’ position over today — that they will be able again and again to achieve decisions in favour of a higher protection level. But as outlined above, there is the risk that the implementation deficits will continue to rise for measures aiming at a relatively high protection level, in particular after enlargement. Thus, in certain cases, it could be advantageous for environmental policy to adopt higher regulation standards not for all the countries, but only for the majority of states within the framework of Closer Co-operation that can also be expected to adequately implement them.

3.6.3 Differences between the Candidate Countries

As described in Sections 2.4.1 and 4, the application of Closer Co-operation will probably have only minor adverse effects on the homogeneity of legislation and the political integration process. With regard to enlargement, this statement, however, has to be qualified somewhat. In the course of enlargement, it is to be expected that the differences between the future Member States, in particular in terms of economic performance, will increase to an extent hitherto unknown. While the economic gap between the present Member States and the candidate countries of the „first wave“ (Estonia, Poland, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Hungary and Cyprus) still seems to be comparable with the relevant differences that characterised the enlargement of the European Community to the South, further accessions — for example by countries like Romania or Bulgaria — could involve a new quality of differences.

For the field of environmental policy, this new quality would mean that a third group of „late laggards“ could form within the European Union after the accession of countries like Romania or Bulgaria. This group would differ from the laggards in two respects: Firstly, environmental traditions and, in particular, the financial and administrative capacities of the countries concerned for the implementation and enforcement of European environmental legislation would be even more limited than, for example, those of the candidate countries of the first wave. Secondly, the potential „late laggards“ either do not border on present Member States or they essentially border on laggard states. For this reason, only little environmental impetus is to be expected from trans-border Co-operation for the group of „late laggards“.
In this situation, the environmental benefits of Closer Co-operation would be doubtful. On the one hand, Co-operation aiming at a high protection level would involve the danger that the „late laggards“ probably would hardly be able to catch up with the participants of Closer Co-operation without outside help within a reasonable period of time. On the other hand, it would be difficult in political practice after the accession of the present twelve official candidate countries to achieve the simple majority of Member States required for the initiation of Closer Co-operation without the involvement of some laggards. In this case it is doubtful whether Closer Co-operation can lead to a protection level that is significantly higher than in the conventional legislation procedure with qualified majority voting.

In total, Closer Co-operation is an instrument that may help to limit the lowering of the protection level in the wake of the enlargement of the European Union. Given the restrictive prerequisites for its establishment and the above limits to its benefits, Closer Co-operation, however, has to be supplemented by further instruments, in particular flexible provisions in secondary environmental law and more flexibility in implementation in order to prevent a reduction of the protection level as far as possible.\(^{(109)}\)

### 3.6.4 Enlargement and Existing Cases of Closer Co-operation

The accession to the European Union implies the transposition of the „acquis communautaire“\(^{(109)}\). This raises the question as to whether the candidate countries would be obliged to take over a Closer Co-operation that already exists at the time of their accession. Since the authorisation decision for Closer Co-operation is taken by all the Member States, it is included in the „acquis communautaire“\(^{(109)}\). However, this does not mean that the candidate countries would have to participate in Closer Co-operation. The opinion that participation in Closer Co-operation does not form part of the transposition of the „acquis communautaire“ is supported by the fact that not all the „old“ Member States participate in Closer Co-operation. Moreover, the implementation provisions of Closer Co-operation, which also had to be taken over in case of participation, have not been adopted by all the Member States.

Furthermore, it was obviously assumed also in the northern enlargement of the European Union that the Schengen Agreement, which is generally considered to be a forerunner of Closer Co-operation,\(^{(110)}\) did not form part of the „acquis communautaire“ and, hence, did not have to be automatically transposed by the then candidate countries. At least the agreement contains a clause that explicitly states that it has to be taken over by new Member States of the Union (Article 8 of the Schengen Protocol).

---

Article 43 (1) TEU states that the institutions, procedures and mechanisms of the Community may only be used for Closer Co-operation provided that it concerns the majority of Member States. In some cases, this majority might be lost after the enlargement of the Union if the candidate countries would not join the Closer Co-operation. For practical reasons, it may therefore be necessary to regularly include a participation obligation for candidate countries in the relevant authorisation decision.

### 4. Impact on the Integration Process

The long-term impact of Closer Co-operation on the integration are still difficult to assess at present since it will significantly depend on factors such as the forthcoming institutional reforms and the speed of enlargement. There are, however, signs indicating that Closer Co-operation will accelerate
the integration process without considerably affecting the homogenous legal area and without a permanent split of the Community. At the same time, it offers opportunities for supporting a high protection level in the field of environmental protection. Three factors speak for this assessment: the „threatening effect“ of Closer Co-operation, its pull effect and the interests of the European institutions and the „ins“.

4.1 „Threatening Effect“ of Closer Co-operation

One reason why Closer Co-operation is expected to have only minor effects on the homogenous legal area is the fact that its „threatening effect“ alone could suffice to ensure that the potential participants achieve satisfactory political results. In this case, the actual application of the instrument would not be necessary. Due to the „threatening effect“, the potential participants could succeed, for example, in adopting a higher environmental protection level in the conventional legislation procedure at the European level.

The „threatening effect“ of Closer Co-operation depends on various influencing factors. Firstly, it is to be assumed that it will the bigger, the less effective the „quasi-veto“ of the Member States against the establishment of Closer Co-operation turns out to be in practice. Moreover, non-participation in Closer Co-operation may be linked to the loss of political prestige and might be associated, in particular, with the status of a „second-rate“ Member State. Finally, the „outs“ may also have to bear additional political and economic costs. These essentially correspond to the ones that also give rise to the pull effect of Closer Co-operation (see next section).

Whether Closer Co-operation generates an adequate „threatening effect“ or whether it only exerts a pull effect after its establishment also depends on the concrete circumstances and political interests involved.

4.2 Pull Effect of Closer Co-operation

Closer Co-operation may result in economic effects that also prompt manufacturers based in countries not participating in the Co-operation to comply with the higher regulation level for their entire production. In this context, decisive factors include the size of the markets in the „ins“ and the extent of additional costs of separate production for „ins“ and „outs“. Moreover, the costs of taking over the higher regulation level go down in the course of time since the initially high investment in the development of new technologies and processes significantly decrease. This facilitates the later accession of the „outs“. Apart from these factors, non-participation may also result in additional costs for the „outs“, in particular with regard to catching up with technological developments. But also the demand of final consumers may shift towards more environmentally friendly products and production processes corresponding to the protection level of Closer Co-operation.

In addition to economic costs, the „outs“ may also have to bear administrative and political costs. By means of Closer Co-operation, the „ins“ create political and administrative facts that can hardly be reversed in the Community since the relevant regulations have already been adopted and applied in practice by the majority of Member States and the European Commission. If the „laggards“ also wish to catch up with the higher regulation standards, they will, therefore, have to take over the regulations of Closer Co-operation or at least have to strongly orientate to them. The latecomers face the problem that they cannot considerably modify the type and level of the regulation in whose adoption they were not involved safe for the authorisation decision for Closer Co-operation. The consequences may
be severe since the rules of Closer Co-operation are geared to the political interests, administrative traditions and technological conditions in the states that established the Closer Co-operation.\(^{114}\)

These effects result not only in a strong „threatening effect“ of Closer Co-operation, but also provide an incentive for the „outs“ to join Closer Co-operation as soon as possible since this is the only way to influence the further elaboration of the regulations.

### 4.3 Interests of the European Institutions and the „Ins“\(^+\)

The crucial European institutions not dominated by the Member States, i.e. Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice, have a strong institutional interest in preventing a sustained split of the Community. Therefore, if the homogeneity of the legal area is at risk due to Closer Co-operation, it is to be expected that the institutions will take measures countering that tendency. For example, the „outs“ could be given assistance permitting them to catch up with the „ins“ relatively soon. Within the framework of its central role in the preparation of the proposal for Closer Co-operation, the Commission could try to include measures to that effect.\(^{115}\) The Parliament could analogously use its influence on the implementation decisions of a Closer Co-operation. Furthermore, the Commission decides on the participation of additional Member States in a Closer Co-operation. By a generous interpretation of the requirements, it could mitigate the risk of a split of the Community.

Finally, it is to be expected that, in many cases, the „ins“ will be interested in preventing a permanent split of the regulation level. This will particularly apply if the lower regulation level of the „outs“ gives them a competitive edge in business. In order to avoid sustained competitive disadvantages, the „ins“ may well be ready to provide financial assistance to the „outs“ so that they can catch up with the higher regulation level.

---

In spite of the imponderabilities outlined above, the overall assessment of Closer Co-operation is positive, both with regard to the integration process and support to a high protection level in the environmental field. Closer Co-operation seems to be unlikely to cause the erosion of the homogenous legal area and a split of the Community. On the one hand, Closer Co-operation could generate a „threatening effect“ that, sometimes, may render its application unnecessary. Moreover, it is to be expected that the number of participants in a Closer Co-operation will probably increase soon due to its pull effect. Finally, there are significant incentives both for the European institutions and the „ins“ to counter tendencies towards a sustained split by intensified support to the „outs“. This should also allow the latter to participate in Closer Co-operation.

### 5. Conclusions\(^+\)

The prerequisites laid down in the Treaty for the implementation of Closer Co-operation require further interpretation in some cases, but this does not preclude the instrument’s practical applicability in European environmental policy. The interpretation of the remaining uncertain issues will be decisively influenced by the actors involved, e.g. the European Commission, the Member States and the European Court of Justice. A clarification within the framework of the next intergovernmental conference, however, would be advantageous since this could raise legal certainty. The legal requirements permit the application of Closer Co-operation not only to entire policies but also to individual legislative acts that cannot achieve the required majority at a European level, be it unanimity or qualified majority. Against this backdrop, Closer Co-operation particularly provides the opportunity to reduce cases of obstruction in the environmental field.
In environmental policy, potential fields of application for Closer Co-operation basically are product or process standards, regulations in the field of nature conservation and the promotion of biodiversity, administrative procedures as well as the implementation of international agreements on environmental protection. The application of Closer Co-operation to environmental product standards is relatively restricted due to the internal market regulations. Since process-related regulations have less effect on the internal market, this field of application is bigger.

The instrument of Closer Co-operation offers a new opportunity to further advance the European integration process. The risk of a sustained split of the regulation level is practically limited by the fact that there are manifold incentives for the countries not participating in Closer Co-operation to catch up with the „leaders“ relatively soon. At the same time, the European institutions and the participants of Closer Co-operation are interested in enabling the „outs“ to take over the regulation level of the Closer Co-operation.

From the perspective of environmental policy as well as from the viewpoint of the integration process as such, the new instrument of Closer Co-operation is assessed positively on the whole. In particular with regard to the forthcoming enlargement of the European Union, the speedy utilisation of the new instrument should be considered. Since the agreement of the Member States required for the authorisation decision will be more difficult to achieve after the accession of additional countries, the current membership offers the unique opportunity to use Closer Co-operation in the further development of environmental policy, thus serving both European integration and the protection of the environment, nature and resources in Europe.
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(1) The analysis has been published by the Federal Ministry of Environment, Youth and Family Affairs, Closer Co-operation in European Environmental Policy after Amsterdam, Band 32/1999, Schriftenreihe des BMUJF.

(2) Cf., in particular, A. Stubb, Journal of Common Market Studies 2/1996, who identified and categorised 61 different terms in English, French and German used in this discussion.

(3) „Lamers-Schäuble Manifesto“ of the CDU/CSU Group in the Bundestag, Bonn, 1 September 1994.


(5) However, the proposal submitted by the Member States (cf. A. Duff, 1997) and by European institutions, in particular the European Parliament (cf. D. Tsatsos, 1999), have to be taken into account as well.

(6) At the Community level, environmental product standards are usually adopted on the basis of Article 95 EC Treaty. More stringent national measures must comply with the provisions of Article 95 (4) and (5) EC Treaty.

(7) Environmental process standards are usually based on Article 175 EC Treaty. Measures going beyond Community actions must meet the requirements of Article 176 EC Treaty.


(9) A Report by the Directorates General for: Industry; Energy; and Environment; Civil Protection and Nuclear Safety of the European Commission. s.d.


(12) Hereinafter called TEC. The Treaty on European Union is called TEU in the following.

(13) European Coal and Steel Community.

(14) Economic and Monetary Union.

(15) The concept of „constructive abstention“ means that an abstention does not prevent the adoption of a decision that, on principle, has to be taken unanimously. In such a case, the decision is not binding for the abstaining Member State. This concept is an example for a flexible regulation, but it is not related to the instrument of Closer Co-operation laid down in the EU Treaty. P. Hall, in J. Bergmann, C. Lenz (ed.) 1998, p. 334.

(16) Article 43 (1) (c) TEU.
According to Article 7 (2) of the Council’s Rules of Procedure, the majority of the Member States has to vote in favour of such a decision in the Council.

Unanimity, for example, is required for measures based on Article 175 (2) TEC or on Article 93 or Article 152 (4) TEC.

A qualified majority is required for decisions based on Article 175 (1) and Article 95 (1) TEC.

For further details, see Section 3.1.

The majority of Member States has to be concerned by Closer Co-operation (Article 11 (2) TEC).

The conditions also include Article 43 (1) (c) and (d) TEU, which have already been mentioned in another context.

In line with the statements of the Committee on Institutional Affairs of the European Parliament in its report on the implementation of the Amsterdam Treaty of 1 July 1998; Rapporteur: Friedhelm Frischenschlager; PE 225.918/fin.

This becomes clear in Article 43 (1) (h) TEU where reference is made to the fact that Closer Co-operation has to comply „with the specific additional criteria laid down in Article 11 of the Treaty establishing the European Community and Article 40 of this Treaty, depending on the area concerned, and is authorised by the Council in accordance with the procedures laid down therein“.

The observance of the Community’s principles and the Union’s institutional framework is already laid down in other articles of the Treaties and, thus, need not be mentioned explicitly (Articles 1-16 TEC and Articles 1-7 TEU).

The fields with exclusive competence of the Community mainly include trade policy, general competition rules and the common organisation of agricultural markets.

Article 43 (1) (e) TEU.
Primary law comprises the treaties establishing the Community, ranging from the founding treaties, the declarations and protocols adopted thereon to the amendments to the founding treaties (Unique European Act, Maastricht Treaty, Amsterdam Treaty). Secondary law is any legislation adopted on the basis of the treaties by institutions of the Community. In F. Emmert, Europarecht 1996, p. 124.

V. Constantinesco, RTD eur 1997, p. 50.

The same applies to measures a Member State wishes to adopt at a national level. Since environmental policy is an area of competing legislation, the Member States are basically free to adopt environmental provisions provided that there are no relevant (harmonised) Community provisions. Any national environmental regulation, however, has to live up to the provisions of (higher-ranking) primary law, in particular the EC Treaty.

Moreover, the objectives differ. While national actions aim at maintaining the high protection level of one Member State, collective actions pursue objectives of Community and integration policy.

See also V. Constantinesco, RTD eur 1997, p. 50.

Article 11(1) (b) TEC.

V. Constantinesco, RTD eur. 33(4), 1997, p. 52.


Article 43 (1) (f) TEU.

Article 43 (1) (g) TEU.


The provisions include, on the one hand, the prohibition of discrimination on grounds of nationality (Article 11 (1) (c)) and, on the other hand, the obligation laid down in Article 43 (1) (f) TEU not to affect the rights and duties of the Member States not participating in Closer Co-operation.

Article 11 (1) (e) TEC.

ECJ, Case 178/84 (Commission vs. Germany), judgement of 12 March 1987, E 1987, 1227, 1274.


Discrimination against domestic organisations, such as the unilateral imposition of the German purity requirements for beer, is still permitted, at least according to previous jurisdiction.

It is assumed that the Article 30 TEC and the mandatory requirements in the sense of the Cassis de Dijon decision of the European Court of Justice are applicable.

(56) Article 11 (1) (e) TEC.


(58) Cf. the corresponding argumentation on Article 95 (6) TEC introducing the requirement that national measures must not affect the functioning of the internal market. S. Albin, S. Bär, NUR 4/1999, p. 185.

(59) Article 11 (2) TEC.


(61) Together, Austria, Germany, Sweden, Finland, the Netherlands, Denmark and Luxembourg, which are often referred to as „environmental leaders“, only have 31 votes.

(62) Article 11 (2) (2) TEC.

(63) Compared with the Luxembourg compromise, it is to be assumed that the statement of the reasons for the „veto“ against Closer Co-operation is to be taken more seriously.


(67) The new UK government already made it clear that these provisions give it a veto on any undesirable initiatives towards a core Europe. Prime Minister Blair in the House of Commons on 18 July 1997, Document No. 3.4. in M. Jopp, A. Mauer, O. Schmuck (eds.) 1998.


(69) In this context, the most important fields are transport (Article 71 (1) TEC), the harmonisation of legislation (Article 95 (1) TEC), social policy in the field of vocational training and youth (Article 137 (2) TEC), but also health (Article 152 (4) TEC) and consumer protection (Article 153 (4) TEC).

(70) With the exception of waste management and measures of a general nature.

(71) The veto was also introduced in particular to reconcile the Member States that, in the Intergovernmental Conference, had pleaded in favour of making Closer Co-operation conditional on unanimous agreement in the Council. Y. Devuyst, ECSA REVIEW 3/1997, p. 12-13.

(72) Product standards include all provisions directly regulating the properties of marketable and tradable products. This applies to exhaust gas regulations for cars as well as to the ban on certain detergent additives or product-specific restrictions on the utilisation of chemical substances, e.g. PCP.

(73) Cf. Section 2.4.3.
(74) Article 28 TEC.

(75) For national regulations, see in particular the decisions of the European Court of Justice: ECJ Case C-8/74, (Dassonville), ECR 1974, 837 and ECJ Case 120/78, (Cassis de Dijion), ECR 1979, p. 649.


(77) They include regulations that do not concern the product traded, but the production process, such as emission standards for factories, construction and land-use regulations and bans on the utilisation of certain chemical substances.

(78) Article 11 (1) (e) TEC.

(79) Cf. Section 2.4.3.

(80) Please note that additional duties with regard to environmental protection usually raise the costs only in the short term. In the longer term, the additional costs are, as a rule, offset by modernisation effects, renewal of the capital stock and the diversification of the product range.

(81) See also A. Epiney, 1999, p. 20, in print.


(83) A. Epiney explicitly identifies also the field of more extensive immission protection measures as a potential application of Closer Co-operation (see above).

(84) COM(97) 30, OJ C 139, 6 May 1997.

(85) Greece, Portugal and Ireland also seem to take a negative view of the proposal. ENDS Daily of 16 July 1999.

(86) ENDS Daily of 13 July 1999.

(87) An opinion of the Legal Service of the Council on the legal basis of the Directive is expected to be published soon.

(88) COM(96) 511, OJ C 129, 25 April 1997. The question whether the introduction of a collective action would be suitable for regulations within the framework of Closer Co-operation has to remain open for the time being because a proposal to this effect has not been made at the European level as yet.

(89) Another case might be that international agreements on environmental protection specify different requirements to be met by the signatories.

(90) Entry into force in 1983.

(91) The OSPAR Convention became effective on 25 March 1998.

(92) The Convention was adopted in 1993, but has not entered into force as yet.
(93) Without prejudice to the examination of its admissibility in international law.

(94) The following sections primarily relate to the accession of the ten Central and Eastern European candidate countries, i.e. Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Czech Republic and Hungary. Many statements, however, also apply to the other countries wishing to accede. Like the CEECs listed, Cyprus already is an official candidate country. At its meeting in Helsinki in December 1999, the European Council will probably also give Malta and maybe Turkey the status of official candidate countries.


(96) For the implementation deficit of European environmental law, see e.g. European Commission (1998), A. Jordan (1999).

(97) European Commission (1999a-e).


(103) Cf. Article 2 of the Protocol on the institutions with the prospect of enlargement (7th Protocol of the Amsterdam Treaty).


(105) As already highlighted no core group of permanent environmental leaders or laggards can be identified among Member States. The allocation to one or the other group varies from the issue at hand.

(106) This is due to the fact that, on account of their growing number, the laggards would have to convince relatively less „neutral“ Member States of their position in order to achieve a qualified majority.

(107) The successes of the pioneers would decrease due to the higher number of laggards. But, still, they would be more numerous than in a situation in which the decision-making efficiency would be considerably lower than today.


(109) For a detailed discussion of this possibility with a view to eastern enlargement, see A. Carius, I. von Homeyer and S. Bär, 1999a.


(111) Cf. Section 2.6.

(112) Cf. Section 3.2-3.3.
This is argument is however only valid, if the higher standards of the Closer Co-operation are equally applied to the „outs“. The possibility suggested in chapters 3.2 and 3.3 not to apply the higher standards in order to avoid discrimination is at this place not taken into account.

The interest in avoiding adaptation costs and the resulting competition for the position of the pace-maker in the Community already has been an important motor of European environmental policy to date. Cf. A. Heritier, 1994.